INTRODUCTION
The main object of this paper is to study t.... bc T-ideal .J< of the identities satisfied by the algebra MI of 2 x 2 matrices over a field of characteristic 0. More precisely, the relatively free algebra of the va:-iety of associarive algebras var M, generated by M, is investigated. This a!gebra is isomorphic to the algebra of 2 X 2 generic matrices.
Procesi ] !2. p. 185 j sets the problem of compl;ting the dimensions of the homogeneous components of the identities in m variabies satisfied by the algebra M, of tz x n matrices. Untii now an answer has been obtained on!;: in the case of the identities in two variables for Mz. by Formanck et CA', ;9 i. Furthermore, particular results have been established about the cocharacters of -&Jz by Regev [ i6] and Berele j4]. For a background of the resuitr concerning the identities of the matrix algebras cf :he survey of Formane% if+!. .
In Section 3 of the present paper the Hilbert series (or Poincare series) ol the aigebra generated by an arbitrary number of 2 x 2 generic matrices is computed. This is equivalent to the problem of Procesi in zbe case of matrices of second order. The cocharacters of the r-ideal .-Kz are also computed. In particular, new proofs of the theorems of Formanek er ad. [;S] and Bere!e [4, Theorem 3 .51 are given. cudimezlsions 0' tile prope: subvarieties of var M, are also evaiuated.
There is a reiationship between the varieties of afjsoriative and Lie w algebras generated by MI and s/(2, Kj, respectively. In Secrion 4 the resuits obtained are transferred to the case of Lie aigebras. Moreover, the tbeorerr of Baitturin [I] . which is an anaiog of the resu!t of for:r,ari& ej &: rc-.
.9jm is generalized.
In order to obtain these results, it is useful to consider a more genera: situation of an arbitrary variety of associative algebras with 1 xw a Aeld 5 characteristic 0. This is done in Section 2. It turns out that the structure of the relatively free algebras (in a module-theoretic language) is completely determined by the proper multilinear polynomials which are not identities for the variety.
Another application of this general setup is given in Section 5, where the T-ideals generated by a commutator, respectively by a non-matrix identity of degree four, are studied.
The main results obtained in this paper are announced without proofs in [51.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
All associative algebras will be unitary and over a fixed field K of characteristic zero. The necessary definitions are given in [6J and [7] . We use notations similar to those of [6] . For any variety 9J of associative algebras F,(%R) (resp. Fg'(YJJI), J='"13...qnJ 9X ( )) is the relatively free algebra of rank M in '!M with free generators xi ,...) X, (resp. its homogeneous components of total degree n, or of degree nj in xi (1 < i < m)). The set of all multilinear polynomials in Fr'(!JJI) is denoted by P,(%R).
The set P,(9Jl) has a structure of a left S,-module and FE'(!JR) has a structure of a left GL(m, K)-module [7] (S, denotes the symmetric group). The knowledge of the series H(YJl, t,,...' t,) is equivalent to that of the Hilbert series H(T(YJl), t ,,..., t,) of T(YR)C A,, where A, is the free associative algebra of rank m. The elements of T,,(%R) are caiied
We set F,~%i; = proper ;1&U:&~$EI' polynomiais of degree n. It is known that acy subvariety of '3J? is de;ermixC by its identities in r,(m). r! = 2: 3,.... The linea: s-,aces fP,$T) and B~J':';al\: are submodules of the S,,-module P,(W) arid of the GL jm. K)-~mo&'ie F~'(!B)~ respectively, Let be the Ei!bert series of the graded spaces B,,,(Y.X). where
We shail also consider the series The commLitative polynomial algebra is denc:ed by Kjs,~.... x,;:. 1:s ho~cgeneous components are irreducible GLjnr. K)-lmodules, isomorp%c to Xmz,(il. o.,..j 0). TSe Hilbert series of this algebra is givec by
In the sequel we shall use without explicit reference the following identity of formal power series go ("3 t" = (1 -t)-'-a. ,
THE MODULE STRUCTURE OF RELATIVELY FREE ALGEBRAS
In this section 9JI is a proper subvariety of the variety of all associative algebras. The following two propositions give some restrictions on the parameters introduced above: PROPOSITION 2.1. The codimension series c(W, t) has a non-zero radius of convergence.
ProoJ: By the theorem of Regev [15] there exists a positive real number iL such that c,,(m) < A". This immediately implies the proposition because the series c(!JJI, t) is majorized by the series 1 + At + A't' $ . . . which has a nonzero radius of convergence.
The following statement has been proved independently by Bereie 14, Corollary 4.121. We shall-estalish that the module structure of the relatively free algebra of YJl is completely determined by the structure of the S,-modules r,(YJI)>: N,(q,. q2, q3) , where q1 + ql + q3 = n: q1 > q2 > q3 ~ q2 > 0, and the equalities q1 = q2 = 1 imply n = 2.
Let p2 > 0. By Corollary 2.7 it suffkes to count these tripiets (ql : q2, q3) for whichp, > q >p > q >p > q >p . There arep, -pz + 1 possibilities
for q, , p2 -p? + 1 for q2 and p3 -p4 + 1 for q3. If p3 = 0 we have to subtract from all (p, -p2 + l)(p, -p3 + l)(p., -p4 + 1) cases those for which q2 = 0 (pl -pz $ 1 cases) and if p2 =p3 = 1 then we have to subtract the cases of q1 = qz = q3 = 1.
Proof. Obviously, (1 -t)-" -1 = I*>,, dim N,(n) t", (7) t3 = dimN,(l, 1, 1) 1'. Using Corollary 2.7 and the description of B,,(YB) (7, Sect. 41 it is sufficient to prove that c dimN, (p,,p,:p,) tP"P'fpj = O(t, t, t), where the summation is over all pI >pz >p3 > 0. It follows from (1) x (p2 -p3 + I)(P, -p3 + 2)(m -1j-l Cm -2)F2.
The identities below are verified bv dirm computz~ion:
It gives the desired remit. The case PI = 2 is settled by the theorem of Forma~~i; et al. [S] . -We give m aiternate proof of their result, using the general approach developed above and in [7] ;
Proof. In the view of Corollary 2.7, it suffices to compute ,@JL t,? f2). Consider the GL(2: K)-module N2(q -I-Y, r). It is isomorphic to the submodule of the free associative algebra AZ generated by [x,: xX]" x';. Its basis consists of homogeneous polynomials of degree n, in xi. n, > q, i= 1,2, n, + n2 = n (cf. [7, the proof of Corollary 4.71). Hence H(XJq + r, q)? t,, f?) = (t, f,)Q (t; + t;-'t, f . . * + t;) = (t,t,)@ (ti" -t;+')(tl -t2) -I. Theorem 4.2 [7] exhibits the concrete form of the generator fpgr of the irreducible S,-submodule MPsr of i-,(%3): corresponding to the partition (p + q + r, p t q,p). It follows directly from the expression for fpqr that fPqr = 0 is an identity for U if p + q > k. Thus, only those MPyr enter the decomposition of T,(U), for which p t q < k, 3p + 2q + r = tz. Fixing p and q: one sees by the hook formula [ 10, p. 8 I] that the dimension of Mpqr. is an integer-valued polynomial in r. Consequently, '/',, = dim T,(U) has polynomial growth. By Corollary 2.5, which proves the theorem. = T' Y>o,r>O (t, t*)*q (t;'" -t;"')(r, -t,)-'
Proving Theorem 3.3, we showed that
Consequently, H('B, t,, tJ = t,r,(l -t,tJ' (1 -t,)-'
(1 -t,)-'
The next proposition is similar to Theorem 3.4:
The codimension sequence of Amy gro~oe.r subcariet;; r;-% has a polynomial growth.
ProoJ
By the theorem of Razmyslov _ [ 13, Theorem 3 j any subvariet:; 'S of '23 iies in %,'u. The bound on the codimensions of 11 is obtair,ed ir. ttie same way as in Theorem 3.4 (cf. also [3j).
NON-MATRIX VARSTES
Let Qd be the variety of associative algebras de;erminel? rI 'py the j&t norLped commutator of length d + 1 LEMMA 5.1. There exists a positice integer e = e(d) sirch that rR:,;Zd) .i; generated as a linear space bj: the products xhere il ( i: < . . . < iis and g(x, : . ..= x,_?~) :'s a po$noil2ia: of degree CO:' higher than e. PYOOJ: It is well known that JZd satisfies the identity [x,:x~?x,] .,. [ where degj-; < d(k -I). The polynomial is a consequence of the commutator of length three [;ql. yz. j's;. 3 ; is easy-TV show that ox can replace any of the commutators in (6) by pofynomiais which are specializations of (7). Using (7), one begins to order xI,:~~:. xI,, is (6). At every exchange of places of two commutators CL cf two s!em&z:s lying in successive commutators, a commutator of length four or a specialization of (7) (5), beginning at the kth step of this ordering of Xi,,...: Xi2,v one can change the places of the elements freely. Therefore, the polynomials (6) are linear combinations of where fi is a product of specializations of (7) and of commutators of length 3 and 4, f3 is a product of commutators of length larger than two, i, < i2 < ... < izs? degf, < 4(k -l), degf, < d(k -1). Consequently, one can set e = (d i-4)(k -1).
COROLLARY 5.2. The dimensions of the S,-modules f,(lZ,) haz;e polynomial growth in n.
Proof. Let M,: r =O: l:...: e, be the linear space of the polynomials & 1 ,...) xr) of degree r from (4) . Obviously dim 111, < e! Hence dim f,(,P,j < (("0) + (:I + -.-+ (z)) e!, and this expression is a polynomial in n.
Let G, be the Grassman algebra with 1 and with t generators, i.e., G, is the exterior algebra of the space K*, and let G = G,. ProoJ: Let e,, e2 ,.., and ulrZ..., ut, be the generators of G and of the rth copy of the algebra G,: respectively. In order to verify that R E !i!!,, it suffkes to substitute in (3) 
